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Established for over 40 years as the "bible" of the medical ward, The Washington ManualÃ‚Â® of

Medical Therapeutics is now in its Thirty-Third Edition and builds upon that proud

traditionÃ¢â‚¬â€•with even more of the current information you need, delivered in a timesaving,

quick-reference style. Its portability, comprehensiveness, and ease of access makes it a favorite

on-call resource for housestaff and faculty around the world. In this edition, color has been added

for better navigation, new decision support algorithms have been added, and an improved

templated and bulleted format facilitates a quicker answer. With this edition you now have the

capability to upload this content to your handheld device and receive updates to the information

throughout the activation period. Plus, you have access to eight medical calculators that include:

GFR - Cockcroft-Gault Method (Adult) Urea Reduction % (Hemodialysis) Transtubular Potassium

Gradient Osmolal Gap Anion Gap Serum Osmolality Reticulocyte Index Body Mass Index (BMI) The

Washington ManualÃ‚Â® is a registered mark belonging to Washington University in St. Louis to

which international legal protection applies. The mark is used in this publication by LWW under

license from Washington University. Available in North America Only
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Purchased a number of books like this, but like this best. Most readable, most comprehensive, easy

to understand. Only way to improve would be to put more info into tables. Love the sections labeled



"Example" when the authors take a point and write how to apply piece of knowledge just discussed.

Great reference. Have 33rd edition and am very happy with it.

This is a great manual and it's awesome to have it in kindle format so I don't have to carry this

around in my coat. However, it's difficult to use since the index is not referenced--the index entries

do not have page numbers nor are they clickable. This makes the book very unusable. For

example, when you want to read about fungal infections within the context of AIDS, you have to

search the whole book instead of using the index which is clearly organized to help you find this

topic. What a disappointment. I called Tech Support and they said it was like this from the publisher.

What a disappointment. Fix this!

Great

One of the must-haves for any internal medicine resident. Very useful during my intern year with

explanations of basic management of pain, nutrition, admission orders, etc. Then goes into details

on management of almost all the medical conditions you will encounter. Too big to fit into a coat

pocket, but that's what pocket medicine is for.

this book hits the spot. it's concise and has all the essential information of a quick browse during

rounds or discussions. this helped me a lot during my nephro rotation to calculate acid base status

manually (as prescribed by our attending). anything the fellows and attendings were discussing that

i didn't understand was right in here. it was also an awful lot of help during cardiology, as this book

has an amazing section of arrhythmia and CHF. even if this was a really old edition, it was

extremely useful. cons, a little too bulky for most pockets, but it fit in mine.

...not a textbook and probably not very helpful at all for the layman (here the Merck Manual would

be much more informative). This annually updated, now essentially inpatient-only manual of Internal

Medicine therapeutics is nearly indispensable for the harried House Officer. By the springtime of

your Internship, your Washington Manual will be duly frayed, pages bent in places describing the

management of DKA, Gram Negative Sepsis, and DTs, thoroughly stained with coffee, blood,

crystal violet, safranin, &c., and most thankfully, much less necessary than it was in July! Now, a

word of caution: never, ever, ever quote the Washington Manual on rounds; doing so will make you

the target of all manner of condescending questions from your seniors and attendings throughout



your rotation. Carry your Manual on call, leave it out of sight otherwise, and read your Harrison's or

equivalent daily. Oh, and when you're really exhausted and disgusted, remember "this too shall

pass".

Bought the spiral binding , very easy to make notes. Covers many areas, really liked it for Internal

Med rotation; better layout than Harrisons. I think I will get the electronic version.

Great resource!
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